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A life of ‘brief today’
She starred in the world’s first musical comedy, reached the top of the profession, married English stage royalty,
yet her career lasted just a decade. In her series Pets of the Public, Elisabeth Kumm looks at Ethel Haydon.

E

thel Haydon’s stage career lasted

Next she returned to Melbourne where

less than a decade, yet during that

she joined Arthur Garner’s company,

short time she proved herself a very

appearing in The Morals of Mayfair

capable actress and singer, reaching the top

and Friends.

of the profession.

At this time Ethel was also receiving

Born in Melbourne on 13 June 1876,

singing lessons from Madame Fanny

Ethel was the daughter of Thomas Haydon,

Simonsen and Madame Belle Cole, the

who was secretary of the Victorian Club

American contralto. Madame Cole was

for many years, and his actress wife

greatly impressed with Ethel’s voice and,

Helen Ballantine.

after suggesting she try her luck in London,

Ethel made her stage debut at the

secured her a very small role in Henry

Criterion Theatre, Sydney, on 9 May 1893

Irving’s production of King Arthur at the

in In Honour Bound with the Brough-

Lyceum Theatre.

Boucicault Comedy Company. In

Thus, on 3 September 1894 and

December 1893 she joined Williamson,

accompanied by her mother, Ethel

Garner and Musgrove’s company at the

departed Sydney on the liner Himalaya, and

Princess’s Theatre, Melbourne, appearing in

arrived in London in time for the opening

the Christmas pantomime Little Red Riding
Hood; or Harlequin Blue Boy, The Good Fairy,
The Wicked Wolf, The Bold Bad Baron and the
Wicked Dame. Playing the role of Queen
Rose, ‘Red Riding Hood’s Godmother and
Good Genius who overcomes the wicked
wolf’’, the cast also included Robert
Courtneidge as the Dame. (It was during this
tour daughter Cecily was born in Sydney.)
Courtneidge and his wife, Rose Nott,
had recently arrived in Australia as
members of London’s famous Gaiety
Burlesque Company. Other principal
players in the pantomime were Violet
Varley (see VTT Newsletter, Vol.4 No.2,
September 1988) as Red Riding Hood and
Jennie Lee (see Stages, Summer 2000) as
Blue Boy.

At the conclusion of the pantomime
season Ethel accompanied Jennie Lee to
Sydney where, on 8 March 1894, she
appeared as Millie in a production of On
’Change on the occasion of Robert
Courtneidge’s Farewell Benefit at the
Lyceum Theatre.
The following morning The Sydney
Morning Herald described her as a ‘youthful
débutant with confidence, good looks, and
a pleasant voice’. That evening Jennie Lee
commenced a series of farewell
performances at the Lyceum, with a revival
of Jo in which Ethel appeared as Edith, with
Jennie Lee in the title role of the ragged
crossing sweeper. One week later, Ethel
was seen as Mabel in The Grasshopper.

of King Arthur on 12 January 1895.
In March of that year Ethel joined
Frank Parker’s Company at the Avenue
Theatre, London, where she played the
juvenile heroine, Alice, in the comic opera
Dandy Dick Whittington opposite the
celebrated American actress May Yohé in
the title role.
Her acting and singing greatly
impressed George Edwardes, manager of
the Gaiety Theatre, and he engaged her for
the role of Bessie Brent in The Shop Girl,
replacing Ellaline Terriss who was taking a
well-earned rest. Ethel played Bessie for six
months, retiring from the the role on
Ellaline Terriss’ return in April 1896.
The Shop Girl is considered to be the
world’s first ‘musical comedy’ and its

*

phenomenal success (it notched up a total

years her senior though still

of 547 performances) attracted many

young at 29 years of age. In

imitations, some more successful than others.

1898 his star was on the rise

The successor to The Shop Girl was My

away from his greatest

1896 with Ethel in the role of Beatrix. The

triumphs. On 29 April 1898

cast also included Grace Palotta, Charles

Ethel and George were

Ryley, Florence Lloyd and Ellaline Terriss.

married at St Clement

Despite the strong cast My Girl was deemed

Danes in the Strand.

The Gaiety’s third musical comedy was

George Edwardes’ company
and appeared in the Gaiety’s

1896 with Ethel as La Favorita, a bareback

next production The

rider. In its review of the production The

Runaway Girl, which opened

Times (7 December 1896) noted that ‘Miss

on 21 May 1898. In a cast

Ethel Haydon sings well as La Favorita,

that included Ellaline

and her exit on horseback is one of the

Terriss, Grace Palotta, Louis

most effective passages in the second scene,

Bradfield and Fred Kaye,

where the beginnings and ends of various

Ethel played the role of

performances in the ring are seen through

Dorothy Stanley.

an opening in the back of the stage’.
Ethel also sang in one of the show’s
the chorus of which went:

that time, playing for almost

Oh, happy little circus girl,

600 performances. At the

So proud and gay;

conclusion of the run Ethel

Come, take your place in pleasure’s whirl

and George accepted an

And dance away;

invitation to appear in the

Laugh on while the sunshine still endures

Christmas pantomime at the

And laugh you may;

Shakespeare Theatre, Liverpool.

A short and merry life is yours,

Their first child, Edward, was born in

Much has been written about George
Robey’s philandering ways and in 1923,
following an altercation over one of his love

The Circus Girl ran for 494

prominent county magistrate and published

never to return.

Their second child, Eileen, became a

throughout the show’s season she was

successful portrait painter.

replaced by Maidee Hope and Frances

Following the birth of their children

They remained married, however, until
1938 when they were finally divorced.
George immediately married Blanche

public. On occasion she performed

into private life and nothing is known about

role of Dora Wemyss.

alongside her husband in music hall and

her final years.

Opera
Capitol?

Rather than continue to try cramming

Following the divorce Ethel retired back

She died in January 1954, aged 75.

n

have retired from the stage.
Manager of the Capitol, Mr Peter Davis,

opera. When Her Majesty’s Theatre

said he was pleased the progress of

(formerly The Empire) in Quay Street,

discussions with Opera Australia.

Sydney, was destroyed by fire in August

A production of Strauss’ Elektra during

from the Vatican’

Victoria Theatres Trust, is exciting and I am

exhibition at the

astonished that a group such as this hasn’t

Brisbane Expo of 1988.

sprung up before,’ she says.

Over the years Sue has
on more than 100

be patron of such an organisation as the

productions, and many

VTT is just wonderful.’

more indirectly.
Arts Centre as theatre

theatre through the Union Theatre. Her

operations manager in

professional life in theatre began there in

1983, Sue was appointed

1963 when she joined the Union Theatre

deputy general manager

Repertory Company as stage manager.

in 1988 and general

Centre in mid-1996 to
take up the position of

Circuit (Australia) Pty Ltd but soon moved

artistic director for the

to J.C.Williamson where, over a period of

1998 and 1999

17 years she was stage manager, lighting

Melbourne Festivals.

designer, production manager, director and
For three of those 17 years she was
general manager of J.C.Williamson

With a distinguished career spanning more
than 30 years of involvement in the theatre,
Sue Nattrass has accepted the Victoria
Theatres Trust’s invitation to become patron.

Her 30-plus years of experience have
made her an invaluable member of a

commentator on all its aspects.
Sue is currently president of the

number of advisory committees concerned

Australian Entertainment Industry

with the performing arts.

Association and vice-president of the

She has become a widely respected

New on
VAC Trust

Carrillo Gantner, a well known face on

the Melbourne City Council.
He replaces Richard Pratt in the
position of VACT president.
Arts watchers expect his style to be less

the Australian arts scene, has become the

hands-on than that of his predecessor.

president of the Victorian Arts Centre Trust.

Nevertheless, he is a keen supporter of
closer links between arts companies.
Well known media law expert Victoria
Fay Marles, and food and arts activist

1970, the Opera hastily relocated to the

Playbox Theatre, helped establish the

Capitol to present the rest of the season in

Asialink Foundation, has advised

Victorian Arts Centre Trust.

Sydney Opera House, Opera Australia is

complement its usual fare of large-scale

expected to use the recently renovated and

musical productions, the latest of which

have said ‘We’ve never heard ourselves sing

extended Capitol Theatre in Haymarket.

Pan—the new, much troubled and delayed

so well’. At that time the Capitol was a

concert version.

government on the formation of

One stunned soloist at was reported to

Arts Victoria.
Among other interests he is a vicepresident of the Myer Foundation, a trustee

Continuing discussions could see a

Australian semi-musical version of Peter

picture theatre but it is the domed ceiling

of the Sidney Myer Fund (Sidney Myer was

production of Wagner’s Die Meistersinger von

Pan—opened at the Capitol on 14 May.

which is thought to give the theatre its

Gantner’s grandfather), was chairman of the

Winter 2000

She left the Arts

Stefano de Pieri, have joined the

Capitol’s strength as a venue for opera to
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manager one year later.

In 1963 Sue worked for the Tivoli

Gantner was a founding director of

confined space at the Opera Theatre at the
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Joining the Victorian

University of Melbourne Sue discovered

Tuesday, 6 June.

this year’s Sydney Festival demonstrated the

The Capitol Theatre is no stranger to

been involved directly

and what it can achieve, and to be asked to

He was appointed to the position on

larger-scale productions into the notoriously

Nürnberg at the Capitol in 2003. General

and for the ‘Treasures

Victorian College of the Arts.

n

Littler, whom he had first met in 1929.

Ethel appeared less frequently before the

music hall comedian George Robey, 10

During this period

then-and-now of theatre, such as the

Productions Ltd.

(again) replaced Ellaline Terriss in the lead

pantomime, but after 1907 she appears to

production of Idomeneo

executive producer.

Earle. At one point she stepped in and

It was at this time that Ethel met the

Opera Australia’s)

of its invitation to become patron.

and administrative aspects.

affairs, he walked out of the family home

a book, The Jester and the Court, in 1976.

VTT is delighted at Sue Nattrass’ acceptance

covering creative, technical, promotional

1900. Edward subsequently became a

actress to play La Favorita—at various times

State Opera’s (and later

It’s been an in-depth career ever since,

A life of brief today.
performances. Ethel was not the only

lighting for the Victoria

During her student years at the

to be the Gaiety’s biggest
musical comedy success to

‘because people love to come

together to enjoy experiences with others,’

‘I am obviously passionate about theatre

The Runaway Girl proved

most popular numbers, ‘The Circus Girl’,

W

she found time to design

‘The idea of a group dedicated to the

Ethel remained with

The Circus Girl, opening on 5 December

theatre will always survive

ith her strong belief that live

but he was still some years

Girl, which opened at the Gaiety on 13 July

a failure and closed after two months.

Sue Nattrass is VTT’s patron

special acoustic properties.

n

Melbourne Comedy Festival and served on

The appointments were announced
on 1 May by Minister for the Arts,
Mary Delahunty.
Victoria Fay Marles is chairwoman of
the Circus Oz board.

office since 1996 where she is involved in
the training of journalists, reporters and
producers in media law.
Her appointment to the VAC Trust is to
represent the interests of the public.
Best known as a chef, food writer and
TV personality, Stefano de Pieri is also an
activist in the arts in his home region
of Mildura.
He is president of the Mildura and
Wentworth Arts Festival and will bring
the out-of-town aspect to the VAC
Trust’s effort.
Ms Marles and Mr de Pieri replace
outgoing members Janet Torney and
Graham Burke.

n

She has been co-ordinator of the
Communications Law Centre’s Melbourne
Winter 2000
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Funds bolster arts’ hopes
All state governments have agreed to contribute to the Commonwealth’s
proposed $70.2 million national funding boost for the performing arts.

T

he Minister for Communications,

helping the Australian circus industry to

Information Technology and the

become a major cultural export.’

Bush
benefits

A festival feast

With $7.7 million in the kitty, the
arts lovers of Shepparton, Bendigo,
Echuca and Ballarat will benefit.

announced a Commonwealth contribution

Victoria’s Arts Minister Mary Delahunty

of $45.012 million over four years in the

has also announced a boost of almost $50

2000-01 Budget on 10 May. A total of

million over four years, targeting young

A

$25.206 will come from the states.

artists and improvements in regional arts

arts facilities at the Shepparton Civic

programs and facilities.

Centre. It will be put towards the total of $7

Arts, Senator Richard Alston,

The funding package comprises $31.2
million in increases to base funding for the

In addition to Commonwealth funding,

grant of $3 million has been

will provide $6 million over the next three

Gallery and Civic Centre, currently under

Industry Adjustment Package, designed to

years to improve regional museums, concert

way. The project will transform the old

improve their financial, marketing,

halls, theatres and other community cultural

Town Hall into a new 850 seat concert-

sponsorship and audience development skills.

facilities,’ Ms Delahunty said.

quality auditorium, and double the size of

performing arts companies, in line with the

Malthouse Plaza project, Melbourne, into a

City of Greater Bendigo for a new theatre at

recommendations of the Major Performing

facility for contemporary Australian art in

its performing arts centre.

Arts Inquiry (the Nugent Inquiry),’ Sen.

dance, theatre and visual culture.

A similar sum, $3 million, will go to the

Echuca for the Shire of Campaspe will

need to earn extra sponsorship and extra

dollar-for-dollar basis to upgrade regional

Ballarat will receive $500 000 towards the

box office revenue, but they lack the

cinema facilities.

extension of its Fine Art Gallery.

resources and staff needed to develop
potential sponsors and audiences.
‘The Industry Package won’t replace
government funding, but will ensure the
companies can supplement government

As a boost to the youth rock music
scene, $1.9 million will be spent to improve
band establishment, management, advice
and touring.
This includes $400 000 over four years

funds.’

to give young audiences in regional centres

A new act in the
circus world

the chance to see bands without having to

At the same time as Sen. Alston was
introducing major arts funding, the Federal
Minister for the Arts and Centenary of
Federation, Peter McGauran, announced a

special music industry funding packaging to
give young bands access to rehearsal space
and startup advice.

three-year annual allocation of $650 000 to

Ballet boost

Melbourne’s Swinburne University of

The Australian Ballet has also received a

Technology’s National Institute of Circus Arts.

much needed boost of $1 million.

NICA will be offering Circus

and Staged
Developments, our angel

She’s our new logo
looks a

little familiar, think

covering circus, theatre, business and

$75 000 a year to $475 000 and the

Street, Melbourne. Right? Now think of the

performance studies.

Victorian government raising its share from

Princess Theatre.

little ongoing co-ordinated professional
training in circus and physical theatre skills
available in Australia,’ Mr McGauran said.

of Spring

Right! She’s the trumpet blowing spirit
of the theatre who has stood atop the

four years.

pointy bit of the theatre’s facade for over a

Commonwealth funding will lift the

century.

yearly total to over $1 million.
The funding will enable the employment

From now on we’ll be using our

of an additional 10 dancers to work on

guiding spirit on our On Stage masthead

an internationally competitive training

innovative dance pieces while the main

and all our stationery.

centre, keeping our talented performers at

company is on tour, as well as covering the

‘This funding will help NICA become

home working in local companies and
Page 4
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costs of touring.

been booked out well in advance.
‘But thanks to Hamish we were

poignant items such as Pavlova’s shoes,

able to see the space during a

embroidery from the era of Eve Hayes,

changeover of production.
n
● A brief history of the checkered
career of The Queen’s Theatre,
Adelaide, appears below.

‘We could have spent many hours
exploring this enviable collection in greater

VTT members on their inspection of the Old Queen’s
Theatre, Adelaide.

VTT members who took the group tour to the Adelaide Festival in March were in for
a few pleasant surprises. One was the chance to see what is claimed to be the
oldest existing purpose-built theatre on the Australian mainland.

t’s been a theatre, law court, mission,

the group. ‘It is the oldest surviving purpose-

site in late 1980s as mortgagees-in-

horse bazaar, forge, cigar and cigarette

built theatre on mainland Australia. The

possession, after the collapse of the Hooker

factory, stock sale yard, parking station,

survival of approximately half of the original

Corporation. Then in 1995 the SAAMC

hardware factory, air force store,

1840 above-ground structure is remarkable,

transferred ownership to the Minister for

development target and now—it’s a

which is complemented by significant below- Environment and Heritage under the
management of Heritage South Australia
ground remains, also surviving.

All of this kaleidoscopic history was on

long time.

Wales government increasing its current

is going overseas for training, as there is

production of Ur-Faust which had

memorabilia of Sir Robert Helpmann,

theatre again.

around for quite a

$60 000 to $300 000 a year for the next

state’s Performing Arts Collection, the

I

Elaine Marriner

Performance, a three-year degree course

‘At the moment much of our local talent

performance space it is well
patronised. We were unable to see the

become their

and if you think she

‘Almost nothing remains of its
original interior,’ he said, ‘but as a

costume studies of Kenneth Rowell in the

turn up and

has landed…and been

Funding will come from the New South

Adelaide,’ Henry said.

Every theatrical venture prays an angel will

Thanks to

Another $1.5 over three years is a

once more into the theatre life of

background of theatres in Adelaide over

Side trip reveals Adelaide’s old Queen’s

Our angel

greatest fan.

travel to Melbourne.

the thoughtful and sensitive

time they took to bring to life the historical

scrapbooks on vaudeville from 1913.
n

‘Hamish Angas of Heritage South
Australia went out of his way to show
renovations of the space, to bring it

Dame Judith Anderson, Mel Gibson, and

A new theatre-cinema development at
benefit from a $1.1 million grant, and

‘A big round of applause is due to

spent seeing the old Queen’s Theatre.

Beverley George and David Wilson for the

‘Special interest was taken in the

2000-01 to the redevelopment of the

memorable.’
Another unforgettable time was

von Bibra.

financial futures of the nation’s 31 major

An additional $500 000 over three years

Performing Arts Collection

many years,’ reports Chairman Henry

the Art Gallery.

will assist Victorian local councils on a

thing they do? Look for

anything, anything at all, relating to theatre

not disappointed.

companies and $12.1 million for an

‘The companies face a dilemma—they

would find the Festival Centre’s

recent Adelaide Festival, they were

Delahunty, towards redevelopment of the

million being spent on the Shepparton Art

Alston said.

depth. Anyone visiting Adelaide

another city, what’s the first

During the VTT group tour to the

Minister for the Arts, Mary

A further $1 million will be allocated in

hen theatre enthusiasts visit

is what.

announced by Victorian

‘The Regional Arts Infrastructure Fund

‘The package will secure the artistic and

W

The Trust’s Adelaide Festival tour of 10-13 March 2000 provided a few pleasant side events.

n

The theatre has had a colourful history

In March the below-ground excavation

display for the happy VTT members who

over more than 150 years and provides a

was back-filled due to significant

took up the offer of inspection of the

fascinating insight into the historical

deterioration of the exposed remains.

Queen’s Theatre, on the corner of Gilles

development of Adelaide in both the 19th

Arcade and Playhouse Lane, Adelaide,

and 20th centuries.

during the recent Adelaide Festival tour.
The oldest extant purpose-built theatre

In 1988-89, prior to a development
proposed by one of its owners, the Hooker

on the Australian mainland, The Queen’s

Corporation, an excavation was carried out

Theatre, built c.1841, was shown to the

by a specialist company, Austral Archaeology.

group by Hamish Angas, heritage officer

What they revealed was extensive

After 128 years, the building returned to
the Queen’s Theatre in March 1996 when
Ozopera, in association with the Adelaide
Festival, staged The Magic Flute.
‘Mr Solomon, of Currie Street, is about
to make an important addition to the
quarter of the Gilles Arcade, by the

with Heritage South Australia, a division of

underground remains of the orchestra pit,

erection of a spacious and handsome

the state Department for Environment

dressing rooms and other facilities.

edifice which he intends to fit up as a

and Heritage.
‘The Queen’s Theatre is a building of
national heritage significance,’ Hamish told

The heritage significance of the site
resulted in the South Australian Asset
Management Corporation taking over the

theatre,’ announced the South Australian
Register in May 1840.
Vaiben and Emanuel Solomon had

*

n
Winter 2000
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Commissioner and his clerks. The Resident

taken a part of the area
known as Town Acre from
its owner Osmond Gilles,
who had held it since
December 1837. By July

Trompe l’œ
il rear wa
ll of the Q
gable and
ueen’s: th
windows
e
a
re painte
existing b
d
onto the
rick wall.

Magistrate and Official Assignee occupy
the saloon, while the ladies’ cloak
room is
claimed by the

1840 it was in the

Sheriff. Other

Solomons’ hands and the

apartments are

‘important addition’, the

used by the

Queen’s Theatre, opened

Judge, the Master

on 11 January 1841 with

of the Court, the

Shakespeare’s Othello,

Advocate General,

actor-manager John

the Deputy

Lazar in the

Registrar; while

title role.

some are devoted to

The theatre

the purposes of a

staggered on for

tavern keeper, whose

another 15 months,

larder and cellar

less than an asset to

provide well-spread

its owners, until it closed on 28 November

tables for litigants,

1842.

witnesses, and

Negotiations between Emanuel Solomon

advocates.’

and the colonial government saw the

Justice prevailed in the building as a

theatre converted into the

Magistrate’s Court from 21 June 1843,

Magistrate’s Court and Supreme

then as Supreme Court from 20

Court between 1843 and 1850.

October 1843. But things were

‘The stage is now the Supreme

changing next door…

Court: of the green rooms, one is

George Coppin, Melbourne’s

appropriately turned into the robing-

best known entrepreneur and

room for counsel, and another makes a

‘More appropriately still, a lower
dungeon, which formerly served for
ghosts and wizards to rise
from, or sink into, in
melodrama and

earlier
ealed
v
e
r
s
tion
es, but
Excava ge structur
vent
sta
to pre
w
d
e
lo
ll
e
fi
b
ck
een ba
n.
have b
ioratio
r
e
t
e
d
r
e
furth

converted into the New Queen’s
Theatre, and John Lazar
returned to Adelaide to
manage it from 1848 during Coppin’s
absence.

temporary prison for the
rough and rugged old

Meanwhile,

convicts from Sydney

right next door,

and Van Diemen’s

the Supreme

Land, who form the

Court continued

staple of

to occupy the old

our criminals.

theatre for the

‘The pit (or stalls

following two

area) is our Police

years. But in 1850

Court, and is still

they had vacated it

surrounded with

and Coppin and

occasionally, as if
in memory of
olden times, are
tenanted by an inquisitive audience.
What were once the lobbies are now the
offices respectively of the Police
Page 6
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Nothing
remains
to show
interior
a Victor
was onc
ian era
e here.
provide
theatre
But the
s adequ
Old Qu
ate and
een’s st
valuable
ill
perform
ance sp
ace.

Lazar remodelled,
restored, enlarged
and improved the old
theatre, opening it as
the Royal Victoria
Theatre on 23
December 1850.

Around 1901 major demolition took

ownership of the Minister for Environment
and Heritage, under the management of

place in the old Queen’s Theatre section of

loss of population to the Victorian goldfields

the property. The internal timber structure

in 1851 and the Royal Victoria closed on 10

was sawn off at support points and much of

Saved at last!

November that year. The auction on 29

the stage area and rear structure removed.

A mere shadow of its former self, the

Heritage South Australia.

November 1852 described the brick, stone

Part of the site was occupied by

and stucco building with a six-room brick

Dalgety and Co. from 1937–52, with a

reclaimed its role as an entertainment and

dwelling as: ‘Victoria Theatre, Temple

period during World War II when it was

performance venue. It has seen exhibitions,

Tavern, old Theatre attached, the

also a RAAF stores unit, but McPherson’s

dance parties, performances by the State

magnificent saloon, and Casino, dwelling

gradually occupied the whole property,

Theatre Company of South Australia, the

house, Saloon leading to the boxes and the

extended it into their showroom, factory

Adelaide Festival and the Junction

buildings attached’.

and warehouse until 1973. From then, the

Theatre Company.

But there was life in the old gal yet—once

Queen’s Theatre has, nevertheless,

site had a string of owners, mostly

The SA Government has spent over

again it opened as a theatre in 1859

interested in its potential as a development.

$600 000 on the building, including

following more alterations, but gave its final

Last of these was the Hooker Corporation

conservation work on the Gilles Arcade

performance around 1868 and by 1872 was

which collapsed with the site still on its

facade and internal walls, installing toilet

the City Mission, with the house being

books.

facilities for the theatre’s hirers, new doors,

occupied by Richard Berry, the City

The Cavalry to the rescue: the South

Missionary. Five years later it was described

Australian Asset Management Corporation

as ‘sale yards, stables and rooms’ and in

in the late 1980s, taking the site as

1879 as ‘carriage and horse bazaar’.

mortgagees-in-possession.

Horse stalls, a ring and offices were built

a security system, fencing the outdoors area
and re-roofing the whole building.
Further funding from the
Commonwealth Government to Heritage

Extensive negotiations resulted in the

SA has enabled design and installation of a

into the auditorium and stage area with the

site known as Lot 20, including the remains

display detailing the Old Queen’s Theatre’s

tiered seating around the walls of the theatre

above and below ground of the old

colourful and motley history.

serving to accommodate prospective buyers

Queen’s Theatre, being transferred to the

n

What’s in a name?

Temple Tavern, adjoining the
Queen’s Theatre, to be

with an adequate view of the livestock.

major colonial cities, Adelaide suffered a

arranged for the billiard hall of the

pantomime, is made a

tiers of boxes which

12 months, however. Like all the other

developer, arrived in 1846 and

very decent cell in which to lock up the
jury,’ Stephen’s Almanac reported in 1847.

Its presence as a theatre lasted less than

Actor Dame Judi Dench only wanted a modest keepsake from her most recent film, and she rose to the
occasion. She is now the owner of the full-sized replica of the Rose Theatre set from Shakespeare In Love.

T

he huge Rose Theatre set,

Southwark, on the south bank of the

tiered galleries for the good seats,

constructed from green oak at

Thames, Dame Judi plans to re-erect it in

similar to the later Globe Theatre now

London’s Shepparton Studios,

Islington, North London, under a

re-erected on London’s Bankside.

commercial development of 74 flats.

Shakespeare In Love designers visited

was due to be broken up following
completion of the film in which Dame
Judi played Queen Elizabeth I.
A replica of the original theatre built
by Philip Henslowe in 1586–7 in

‘I was so taken with the whole thing
they actually gave it to me!’ Dame Judi

The Globe to study how their Rose
should look.

said. ‘I am now paying for it to be stored.

Dame Judi is among the high

I want it be used as working theatre and

profile supporters of the £5.5 million

I am in negotiation for a site.

Globe, the only theatre in Britain

‘My husband said: “You are

staging Shakespeare’s works as they

absolutely mad” but that’s what

would originally have been—in open

Shakespeare In Love has done to

air and natural light.
If planning permission is granted,

us all!’
The Rose,
Shakespeare’s first

Dame Judi’s theatre will open in 2002,
three stories underground in the

theatre, was an

courtyard of the apartment block and

octagonal half-

will seat 850 people in three galleries.

timbered building

To hold off London’s notoriously

with an apron stage,

bad weather the roof will be of glass to

open air standing room and

maintain the illusion of open air yet let
in natural light.

Winter 2000
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Rare Bland Holt collection at PAM

The Performing Arts Museum Research
Service is open for visitors every Tuesday

A important collection of objects relating to the career of actor-manager Bland Holt has been

C

onsisting of photograph albums,

characters, costumes and sets for Drury

books, scripts, promotional

Lane productions of Price of Peace (1900),

postcards and personal items, the

and The Bondman (1906). There is also a

years, being Acting General Manager for

contacted any weekday between 9am and

the past eight months.

5.30pm by phoning (03) 9281 8446, faxing

Melbourne and a Certified Practising

odonoghue@vact.vic.gov.au

Accountant she has had a long and varied

‘Ill try to find anything,’ she says.

material already held by PAM.

Bland Holt by cast members of the English

■ Elizabeth Bernard, now with

production, wishing him well for the

Cinemedia, remains on the VTT

Australian version.

Committee as a member of the Editorial

Holt in 1851 in England and spent much of
his childhood in Australia and New

Sub-committee.

Another significant object in this

Zealand. The son of actor-manager

collection is Bland Holt’s large dictionary

Clarence Holt, he took the stage name

containing, at the back, a handwritten list of

Bland Holt while acting in his father’s

Australian words and phrases with their

pantomimes from around 1863–1870.

meanings. Although initially reluctant to

He managed the Queen’s Theatre,
Dublin, during 1872 and then worked in he

1899 with a version of The War of Wealth

USA as a clown, and writer-director of

that was reset in Sydney.

pantomimes. In 1876 he returned to

His most famous localised play was The
Breaking of the Drought (1902). This included

Sydney and Melbourne, drawing on

real crows picking at the carcasses of cattle,

extensive details provided by his father who

favourite stage comedians for the next

a spectacular bushfire, and rain in the

had achieved great success with the

20 years.

final scene.

production in London. The play featured
many stage sensations, including a midAtlantic collision between two steamships.
After the death of his first wife, Bland

serving the performing arts, Maria Katsonis
and John Paxinos Pty Ltd.
With them she worked with companies

Theatre Company.

Beck, has been appointed its new

production. He staged The New Babylon in

worked with a management consultancy

Former Administration Manager of the

other English and American melodramas.

By 1880 Holt had moved into theatrical

Prior to working with GPAC, Sally

as diverse as Circus Oz, Melbourne

Holt subsequently had writers localise

Australia as a talented comic actor.

career in the performing arts industry.

Geelong Performing
Arts Centre
Geelong Performing Arts Centre, Sally

stage Australian stories, he had success in

A graduate of the University of

(03) 9281 8452 or e-mail on catherine.

copy of the script for The Bondman signed to

T

International Comedy Festival and Arena
Before that she had pursued a career in
stage and production management. 

o a great extent the origin of the

The King and I, West Side

Victoria Theatres Trust can be

Story, The Music Man and

traced back to a meeting between

The Most Happy Fella; from
Frank Thring for several of

Holt’s notebook with handwritten entries

Hercules, at the Victorian Arts Centre

his repertory company’s

almost complete Australasian rights to the

detailing costumes and props required for

in 1993.

productions, and in1959

comedy-melodramas produced at the

plays in his company’s repertoire.

company and through his father gained

Holt travelled to England in 1883. He

Theatre Royal, Drury Lane, and the

managed the Surrey Theatre in Lambeth

Adelphi Theatre in London. Bland Holt’s

Also included in the collection is Bland

Enthused with Evan’s dream of an

from HSV-7 for The Caine

organisation promoting the theatre heritage

Mutiny Court-Martial, the

Nouveau cigar case and make-up case and

of Victoria, Truscott introduced him to

first television drama
produced by an Australian

Personal items include a metal Art

and, with his father, arranged provincial

productions became known for their

a leather and silver wallet featuring Bland

Frank Van Straten, then director of the

tours of Drury Lane melodramas.

realistic stage effects such as a collapsing

Holt’s monogram.

Victorian Arts Centre’s Performing Arts

commercial TV station.

Museum. From these meetings grew the

In 1963 he designed

After four years he returned to Australia
for the Williamson, Garner and Musgrove
management. English actress Florence
Anderson followed him here and they were
married in 1887.

dam, an underwater fight and the English
Derby—using real horses.
Holt’s connection with Drury Lane is
represented in the Performing Arts
Museum’s recent acquisition. Two albums of

Together they became Australia’s

New faces
Performing Arts Museum,
Melbourne
A big welcome awaited Catherine
O’Donoghue, who has been appointed the
Performing Arts Museum’s Research
Service Officer. She succeeds long-serving
Elizabeth Bernard who joined Cinemedia in
March as National Collection Administrator.

large format photographs depict the

and printmaking. She went on to undertake

Bland and Florence Holt were forced to
retire in 1909 due to health problems. They
then lived in luxury in Melbourne for more
than 30 years.
In 1942 Bland Holt died, followed by
Florence four years later.

Her association with the Victorian Arts

a Post Graduate Diploma in Art

Centre dates back to early 1998 when,

Curatorship, during which she worked at

while still studying, she was part-time tour

Linden Gallery in St Kilda.

guide, front-of-house officer and ultimately

She has also worked at Werribee Park
Mansion, assisting in various aspects of the

Head Usher.
Catherine looks forward to fielding the

education program including 19th century

many diverse research requests that

costumes, garden tours and conservation

bombard the Performing Arts Museum

architecture tours.

every week.

Catherine has special interests in

‘It’s a pretty steep learning curve for

contemporary art—and in children’s book

me,’ she says, ‘but it’s such a wonderful

in Visual Arts from the University of

illustration; she is in the process of

collection that trying to answer queries is

Melbourne where she majored in painting

illustrating a new publication at present.

the best way of learning.’

Catherine holds a Bachelor of Education
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The Annual General Meeting of
Victoria Theatres Trust will be held
in the State Theatre Rehearsal
Room, Victorian Arts Centre at
6.00pm on Friday, 18 August 2000.
Special guest speaker will be
Mrs Jeanne Pratt AO.
A special offer for attendees,
following the meeting, is a
reduction in the cost of tickets to
the evening’s performance of
Guys and Dolls in the State Theatre.
Bookings for the meeting
and Guys and Dolls can be made on
the application form sent with
this issue of On Stage.

VTT links with The John Truscott
Design Foundation

John Truscott and VTT’s founder Evan

During the 1880s Holt formed his own

Annual
General
Meeting

Sally has worked at GPAC for four

and Thursday, but Catherine can be

collection supplements other Bland Holt
Bland Holt was born Joseph Thomas

General Manager.

Victoria Theatres Trust.
It is therefore with great pleasure we

the sets and costumes for
J.C.Williamson’s

announce a new link between the VTT and

production of Camelot and

The John Truscott Design Foundation. On

this led to his commission

Stage will be carrying news of the

to design Robert Helpmann’s London

Centre—a bold stroke and one that has

Foundation and its activities in the interests

production. Other British work carried out

given the Centre international standing. He

of its supporters and VTT’s members.

by John at this time was for the Guildford

was awarded the Order of Australia in 1985.

Theatre, the English National Opera and

John’s outstanding work as Creative

John Truscott began his remarkable
career learning a trade at Caulfield
Technical College. At the age of 16 he was

the London Festival Ballet.
John was then invited to Hollywood to

Director of World Expo ’88 in Brisbane had
a significant impact on Australian design.

commissioned by Gertrude Johnson’s

design the sets and costumes for the

National Theatre Movement to design A

Warner Bros.’ 1967 film of Camelot. He

three Melbourne International

Midsummer Night’s Dream. In 1955, John

triumphed, winning two Oscars, for

Festivals—1989, 1990 and 1991—he taught

started a seven year association with the

Costume Design and Art Direction. His

Melbournians to take to the streets and join

Melbourne Little Theatre, under the

next film design was for Paramount’s 1969

in the activities associated with a major arts

encouraging eye of Irene Mitchell.

Paint Your Wagon. John stayed in Los

festival. He dressed the city with lights,

Angeles for 14 years.

fountains and flowers because he believed

As resident designer he worked on and
enhanced more than 80 productions. While

Returning to Melbourne, in 1980 John

at the Little Theatre he accepted design

undertook the massive task of designing the

commissions from Garnet H. Carroll (for

interior finishes of the Victorian Arts

During his tenure as Artistic Director of

passionately that it was the right of all
people to experience and enjoy the best.
Each year he ensured some element of *
Winter 2000
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the Festival remained permanently, to
National Gallery of Victoria’s moat, the
lights in the gardens around the Victorian
Arts Centre and the lights on Flinders
Street Station.
His last, although tragically unfinished,
work was back at the Victorian Arts Centre
as artist-in-residence, to reassess and
refurbish the Centre for the tenth
anniversary of its opening and plan for the
following decade.
John Truscott died in Melbourne, the
city he adored, in 1993. Sue Nattrass, then
General Manager of the Victorian Arts
Centre, paid this tribute to John in The Age:
‘He had more creative ideas in a day than
most of us have in a lifetime. But he also
had the rare gift of taking people with him
and inspiring them to achieve more then
they ever believed they could’.

n

[Compiled with the assistance of The
John Truscott Design Foundation, The
Melbourne Festival and Martin Carlson OAM]

Letter to
the editor
Congratulations–and a
correction
Congratulations to the On Stage editorial
team for another excellent edition. It
certainly is one of the best theatre
magazines ever published in Australia.
As you are so evidently devoted to
accuracy in your articles, I would like to
point out one error on page 14 [Autumn
2000 edition].
The caption above the photograph of
The Doll lists Kenneth Warren as Roo,
whereas, if fact, Roo in this photograph is
Lloyd Berrell from the first season The Doll
at the Elizabethan Theatre, Newtown.
Once again my congratulations on
another excellent edition and continued
development for such a worthy addition to
our theatre history.
		
Malcolm Robertson


South Melbourne

[Malcolm Robertson’s story on the rise and
rise of La Mama Theatre, Melbourne, is
on page 18 of this issue of On Stage.]
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Two London theatres benefit
from lottery grants

The John Truscott Design Foundation Inc.,

enhance the city: the fountains in the

…is an enduring tribute to the aspirations and achievements of John Truscott, the
Foundation is dedicated to uphold, encourage and promote creative design at the
highest level.
Committee: Martin Carlson OAM, Sue Nattrass, Kevin Luscombe AM,
Paul Clarkson, Margaret Manion OA, Denis Tricks AM.
The Foundations was established to recognise the extraordinary life of John
Truscott as artist, designer, friend, visionary and achiever of the impossible.
Bringing the Foundation to where it can contribute positively as catalyst,
broker and encourager takes time, and the assembling resources—in kind
assistance and finance.
In practical terms, the Foundation has been involved with…
● Assistance to design students with modest financial support. To date this
initiative has encouraged 14 students from the Victorian College of the Arts,
RMIT and Swinburne University of Technology in their chosen careers;
● Promotion, where appropriate, of public lectures by international artists and
designers. To date these have involved:
- David Hockney’s sellout lecture at RMIT’s Storey Hall, presented
in   conjunction with the Melbourne Festival;
- The lecture/workshop presented by Mark Moore, Creative Director and
an   Effects Art Director of Industrial Light and Magic, Los Angeles, at the
State   Film Centre (now Treasury Theatrette). This stimulating occasion
was   attended by a large number of students and designers. It was held
in   association with AG Ideas, an annual Ken Cato-initiated and
inspired   contribution to design at an international level;
● Participation in exhibitions
- Melbourne Fashion Festival 1999;
- Support for the Percy Grainger Museum Male Wear Exhibition held at
the   Ian Potter Gallery, University of Melbourne;
- A Backlot Exhibition at Fox Studios, Sydney.

O

f the many beautiful theatres still

contemporary life and home and abroad, as

overflowing drains, had a creaky grid,

existing in London, two of the

well as presenting forgotten classics. The

dreadful front-of-house facilities and as for

smallest and most favoured in

plays of Ionesco, Brecht, John Osborne,

wheelchair access, don’t even think of it! It

this old and bustling city are the Theatre

Jean Paul Sartre, Arnold Wesker, David

also had, however, an amazing intimacy.

Royal, Stratford East, in the heart of

Hare and Samuel Beckett (to name a few)

London’s East End and the Royal Court in

were all first aired in this intimate three-

Sloane Square, one of the city’s

tiered theatre built over the Circle Line

smartest addresses.

Underground in the middle of posh Chelsea.

space contained in it, there was really no

It was here, in the 1960s, the famous

decision to be made—they had to save it.

Both have undergone refurbishment
and renovation through lottery

four-letter word previously seen only on

money grants.

public lavatory walls (both male and

In the 1960s the Royal at Stratford East,

female) was first used, not only in the text

Either condemn and demolish, or
campaign to save it.
With that pedigree and the fabulous

Support was easily found, initial finance
raised and the lottery grant ultimately given.
The company, meanwhile, played to

built in 1884, found itself surrounded by

but also scribbled on the set. Well before

good audiences in leased small West End

ring roads, pedestrian precincts and

that, however, the early works of the young

theatres. Overall cost of the project was

wastelands in between. It was a jewel

Bernard Shaw, Ibsen, W.B.Yates and John

£25 million, including £18.8 million of

surrounded by dross.

Galsworthy also shocked their audiences.

lottery fund money.

An opera house in miniature, seating

Today plays like Shopping and Fucking,

just under 500, it is a three-tiered intimate

Death and the Maiden, Real Classy Affair and

plush and gilt proscenium theatre. Famous

The Weir, continue the Court’s drive to

as the springboard for a generation led by

promote new works.

Joan Littlewood and the grass roots English

The theatre’s exterior sits comfortably,

Theatre consultant
appointed
Stephen Daldry, the Royal Court’s associate
director (whose production of An Inspector
Calls was seen by many at the Melbourne

Skin strip: when the plaster came

Comedy a few years ago) and his successor,

off, the Royal Court revealed its

Ian Rickson, appointed the prominent

The future

solidly Edwardian ironwork, which

theatre consultant Iain Mackintosh to help

After extensive discussions with many organisations the Committee is developing
a practical, imaginative and achievable strategy for the years ahead. These have
involved representatives of government, education, local government, the arts,
business, tourism and entertainment.
Our active plan of events and programs includes…
● Quarterly newsletter in partnership with VTT’s On Stage, its purpose being to
provide information advice, publicity support and donor recognition.
Timing: June 2000;
● John Truscott Award in partnership with the City of Melbourne to recognise,
as soon as practicable, a contribution to an imaginative element in the city;
● In partnership with Green Room Awards Incorporate, a new awards category
timed for Theatre Day, February 2001;
● A new home for the Botanica pavilion in partnership with Tattersall’s and the
Burnley School of Horticulture, to host displays and meetings, during 2001;
● Innovative Design Award in partnership with the National School of Design,
Swinburne University, to encourage multi-disciplinary skills, during 2001.
These initiatives will be supplemented and enhanced by others embracing city
locations with potential to position the Foundation strongly.
The Foundation seeks partners and support for these events and recognises
with sincere gratitude the assistance received from supporters, donors and an
increasing number of organisations.
Enquiries are welcomed. Donations of $2 or more are tax deductible and
should be made to The John Truscott Fund for the Arts, which is listed on the
Register of Cultural Organisations. All enquiries to P.O. Box 69, East Melbourne,
Victoria 3002, telephone (03) 9415 6796, fax (03) 9415 8095 and e-mail mdc@
soundhouse.com.au

has been included as a décor item

create the refurbishment.

in the theatre’s facelift.

All three remained closely involved
with the planning of the theatre. The
architects, Haworth and Tompkins, were
chosen from a short-list drawn up by
Mackintosh. Both belong to a growing
number of British architects who are
prepared to challenge the established view
than new buildings are always the best.
After a serious appraisal of the
traditional Victorian layout of the old
theatre, they agreed to leave the interior
configuration of stage and auditorium as it
was, including the curved balconies. Some

working class theatre (Oh! What a Lovely

in the grand manner, next to the

War) the Theatre Royal has been innovative

surrounding six storey Edwardian apartments

and provocative in its traditional East End

and modern banks. The square is busy and

daring and barefaced sauce.

central to shops, offices, hotels and urban

Royal Court: slash and burn
or refurn?

activity—very valuable real estate!

On the other hand, under the leadership of
George Devine and the newly formed
English Stage Company, the Royal Court

Inside the theatre had a cramped stage
(7.3m deep), no foyers to speak of, and a
small auditorium, not unlike that of the
Queen’s, Dublin, used by the Abbey

Theatre, built in 1888, provided the

Theatre. It was riddled with damp,

platform for new writing drawn from

structurally unsound, plagued with

alteration of the rake was necessary to
improve sight lines, but with the compact
semi-circular wraparound balconies facing
the bold head-on proscenium, it managed
to increase the sense of intimacy; an
achievement many newer theatres, with
their steeply raked end-on seating, have
never managed to do.
To present the impact and austerity of a
modern performing space the creative team
decided to strip the auditorium of its plaster
decoration, which in itself was not notable, *
Winter 2000
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and get back to the building’s structure.
This idea is not new, but the architects
have gone even further and revealed the
original details. All its past is exposed.
The surrounding walls have been
stripped back to original rough red brick.
The patched bomb damage can be seen,

itself is a hydraulically operated platform
made of of 1.5m square sections which can
serve as open traps.
The floor underneath the stage works as
a mirror image of the stage, with identical

even builders’ scribbled diagrams and notes

sections of stage in 1.5m modules, thus

The plaster comes off

providing multiple performing levels.

Within the auditorium, the original plaster
hiding the cantilevered balcony ironwork
has been removed to reveal the massive
rivets and iron plates supporting the
balcony beams.
All carpets have been removed and the
new imported Australian red jarrah
floorboards seem to give natural warmth.
The deep red-black of the old plastered
walls is echoed by the ochre red of the
reaming iron and wood surfaces.
This has given the interior a rich patina
of the past but imbued it with the earnest,
explicit honesty of the present. It has the
excitement of a found space but with the
sophistication and convenience of proper
theatre. It is cutting edge with comfort.
Artistic director Ian Rickson sums up

Can you imagine it?
By the mid-1950s the Edgley family had
moved back to Perth taking on the lease of

Edna was honoured as a Member of the
Order of Australia and with a Green Room
Lifetime Achievement Award.
Together with Ken Brodziak she was the

the start of a quiet ‘retirement’. But then

Award for outstanding achievement in live

starting with Epidauros (900BC) through to

will all have a

Mick and Edna discovered Russia—and it

entertainment in Australia.

Glyndebourne (1994).

picture of Edna,

was a courageous undertaking, involving

perhaps in the foyer

those endless negotiations you can have

lasting friendships and gave generously

construction details, plans and elevations,

of a theatre—all

with the Russians, and tremendous financial

of herself.

commentary, images, cutaways, sources,

dressed up, perfectly

risk.

links, and in many cases 3D models and

groomed, with

virtual tours.

matching hat and

eventually reached Australia in 1962 and

after her welfare—people she worked with

while the new grid is designed to take

Poster treasure trove

coat; an elegant,

was an outstanding success. This was

(such as Andrew Guild who did so much for

single- and double-purchase counterweight

The State Library of Tasmania’s extensive

dignified lady with sparkling eyes and a

followed fairly quickly by Twenty-five

Edna), her loyal friends with whom she

sets, manual winch bars and even, if you

J.W.B.Murphy Collection of 364 historic

beautiful smile. You can probably hear her

Dancers from the Bolshoi Ballet. Edna and

shared so may experiences, and especially

please, three old traditional hemp lines.

theatre and cinema posters is now

cheery ‘Hello, dear!’.

Mick then travelled to Moscow to bring out

her family.

The Melbourne connection

accessible on line, digitised and fully

increase stage depth, making the entire
stage floor extremely versatile.

For each building there are design and

The proscenium arch consists of
movable panels that provide flexibility in
size, shape and even visibility. The original
fly tower walls have been retained,
although strengthened and underpinned,

Electrical and sound systems, including

excavate under the road as well as utilising

with their audience and also, with the

a redundant old subterranean public

proscenium arch, it is intimate, almost

lavatory in the Square.

designing was a specialist skill often
producer who knew the demands of

surrounding fellow audience. It seats 411,

audience and performers alike.

presented to the State Library by a
descendant in 1984.
The posters date from the relatively

a good theatre to start with and it had been

wall, which dominates the space and

tested by time.

works instantly to help project the audience

the interior fabric, so complementing the

into the action and dialogue on stage.

challenging, provocative, creative work of

companies from mainland Australia and
overseas, as well as local Tasmanian

George Rignold, Nellie Stewart, Maggie
n

lady without loving her dearly and
respecting her enormously.

these past 33 years.

At 10 Edna was a small girl in a

Edna first performed with The
Australian Ballet on 20 November 1974 as
the Nurse in Romeo and Juliet. She was paid

pantomime in which Edgley and Dawe

$134.65 per week (the Ballet was more

were the English stars. At 18 she became

generous in those days!).
She subsequently performed in Onegin

subsequently their comedy ‘feed’ for

(again as the Nurse) and created the role of

20 years.

Ma in The Sentimental Bloke. It was a career

And in 1940 she married Eric Edgley.
It was a wonderful partnership—and

she loved.
She was a wonderful artist, never pushy,

who wouldn’t have wished to be married to

generous to other artists, loved by

a woman like Edna? I wonder why Mick

audiences and totally reliable.
Edna did 199 performances in Romeo.

Edna has toured to more towns on the

In 1991 we signed her up for the 200th

Australia-New Zealand circuit than any of

which was to be filmed for simulcast on

us has ever heard of. Firstly with Mick and

the ABC.

accommodation, transport and outings, and
attended to the health and welfare of artists.
As we know this can be demanding, but

could not be involved with this incredible

That team, Edna and Michael, together

J.C.Williamson’s at the age of six in an
Italian Grand Opera season. So began a

great lady of the theatre. It was her life. You

and he did—with great flair and success.
with daughter Christine, has endured over

Edna fussed a cared—she arranged

Howarde, Alfred Dampier, George Darrell,

She advised Michael to get on with it,

3 December 1910, Edna first performed for

have brought to Australia.

Rickards, Carl Hertz, Dan Barry, Kate

Moore and Bert Bailey.	

deeply about the theatre and the people

all those marvellous shows that Edgley’s

represented on the posters are Harry

n

Moscow Circus.

Clem Dawe with their own show, then with

Among the many personalities

the Royal Court Theatre.
The two go hand-in-hand.

They cover a large number of touring

productions.

The architects have used this, while

As I said at the beginning, Edna was a

person and a true professional who cared

took so long!

short timespan between 1896 and 1920.

directed, without question, to the fourth

Edna indeed was fortunate woman.

ballet mistress for Edgley and Dawe and

source for performing arts researchers—was

The Royal Court had the ingredients of

adding a current cutting edge language to

famous Theatre Royal for over 45 years

programs and memorabilia—an invaluable

and is a perfect size for speech. Focus is

involved in the performance, as the space

remembered as the manager of Hobart’s

people who cared about her and looked

ballet companies and, of course, the

career in the theatre lasting 83 years.

The Murphy collection of posters,

dictated by the client theatre manager-

one is conscious of close proximity to one’s

‘Theatre Royal’ in the Artist/Creator index

from 1896.

Exciting architecture does not have to

flexible.’

Or you can check under the entry

We all know there were also a lot of

theatre. She was both a gracious, generous

Born in Carlton as Edna Luscombe on

Zealand-born singer and trombonist, is best

actors have dynamic, active relationship

better than many new ones. Theatre

search facility, wait a few seconds, scroll

The Moscow State Variety Theatre

During her long life Edna established

those magnificent folk dancers, classical

in it.

J.W.B.Murphy (c.1865–1958), a New

good deal of imagination and some bold

comfortable and more technologically

once there search for ‘Murphy’ on the

at www.tased.edu.au/tasimg/index.htm.

and restaurant beneath Sloane Square. A

be new. Old theatres worked well, often

catalogued.

down and be astonished!

A major addition is the undercroft bar

intimacy, yet made it more adaptable, more

Edna Edgley was a great lady of the

Find it on www.tased.edu/tasimg/home.htm;

state-of-the-art sound, lighting and

planning has enabled the architects to

Winter 2000

think Juliet could carry me?’

ticked-off Rudolf Nervy for bad language!

eyes, I am sure you

be raised over the small orchestra pit to

performance, he built this place in which
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even wit: Edna said ‘…but perhaps, do you

maintained standards, and on one occasion

development of theatre architecture,

space has been increased and an apron can

and fitted the the Melbourne firm Bytecraft.
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done with such dignity, professionalism and

people and their concerns. But she also

inaugural recipient of the James Cassius

engineering control system was supplied

As for the performance area, the stage

everyone down. It was a sad moment, but

warm, she was fun, she made time for

His Majesty’s Theatre. It was meant to be

background—his father was an actor-

demands your attention. It is so easy to be

think she could do it—and didn’t want to let

was ideal for these responsibilities. She was

If you close your

theatre in 1888, was from a theatrical

The result is a very tight arena where

on 16 May.

Edna had a personality and disposition that

chosen to represent a stage in the

interesting fact to note is that the stage

private, yet epic. ‘We have preserved that

theatre, at St John’s Church, Toorak,

in-depth studies of fourteen theatres, each

communications systems, are installed. An

‘So, having and understanding of

for permission to publish the eulogy he
life of Edna Edgley, grande dame of Australian

Great Buildings Online presents

extending the stage back further but wing

manager of The Australian Ballet,
delivered at the Thanksgiving service for the

theater.html.

Site constraints have prevented

AM

On Stage is grateful to Ian McRae, general

found at www.greatbuilding.com/types/

‘Walter Emden, who built the original

his brother was a scenic designer.

Edna Edgley

no, days—exploring the wonders to be

the interior audience space by saying

manager-writer, his wife was an actress and

Exploring landmark
theatres
theatre architecture will wander for hours—

Scissor lifts can be positioned below
that, so as to raise or lower large or small

Exeunt

Anyone interested in the development of

sub-traps immediately below.

together with old I beams, early conduit—

Sitelines

At the time Edna was quite ill and had
been in hospital that year.
But she was determined. The Nurse is a
strenuous role, and at one point carries
Juliet on her back.

We shall miss her. But we can also thank
her—and celebrate her—for Edna Edgley has
enriched our lives.

Rex Reid

n

AM

‘Always with the
passing of a notable
person there comes
an assessment… the
contribution and the
loss. In this case the
contribution was
prodigious and, to
many, the loss
immeasurable,’ said
Bill Akers AM, at the celebration of the life
of dancer, choreographer and producer
Rex Reid.
Rex Reid, born in Adelaide on
14 January 1921, was just 15 when he was
awarded a scholarship to study at the VicWells Ballet in London.
Flamboyant and exotic even then, it was

After the first act of the dress rehearsal

fitting he would be chaperoned in the move

Edna called me over to say that she didn’t

by the awesome Mary Helpman, mother *
Winter 2000
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Megan Williams

Bunney Brooke

Bob Maza

The move saw him working with the

For over half a

most creative and prestigious companies in

Megan Williams is

Think of Bunney

Pioneering

century, Alwyn

the UK between 1939 and 1946.

one of the few

Brooke and Number

Aboriginal actor,

Kurts was a stage

Alwyn Kurts

of the already well known Robert.

Inaugural
Pratt Family
Awards

AM

actors who can

96 springs to mind.

educator and

stalwart, but it was

a dancer were de Valois, Rambert, Dolin,

claim to have

But that was only

activist, Bob Maza,

for his role as

entered the

part of her long list

died on 14 May,

Due to the extremely high quality of the

Volkova, Karsavina, Idzidowski and

Inspector Fox in the

profession as a

of show business

aged 61.

applicants, two Pratt Family Scholarships

Preobrajenska.

Seven Network’s

baby, having been

achievements.

Among those who honed his talents as

His choreographers were the likes of

have been awarded to Aboriginal and

He was breaking

Homicide that he will

Ashton, Tudor, Andrée Howard, Kurt

found, wrapped in a

always be

Jooss, Walter Gore and Wendy Toye.

blanket at the foot

on 9 January 1921,

Queensland when a

remembered. It ran

of a tree, in ‘The

she was in her 30s

friend gave him a

graduate students of the Victorian College

for 12 years, for eight of which it was the

Bold Baby’, an episode of the TV series

before making her first stage appearances

copy of Malcolm X Speaks—and changed his

of the Arts in three categories, Aboriginal

most popular show on Australian television.

Robin Hood.

with the Melbourne Repertory Theatre,

life. The black American leader’s words

or Torres Strait Islander, Refugee and

Melbourne Little Theatre and Arrow

gave Maza a determination and political

Financial Need.

Theatre. At the Arrow she appeared with

consciousness which stayed with him to

Dancing partners included
Margot Fonteyn and Sonia Arova and
Margaret Scott.

‘They had to really want to get rid of

His dancing took him around the world

Born in Bendigo

She was born in London in 1957 while

me and make sure I didn’t come back,

her parents were appearing in the London

Torres Strait Islanders.

rocks in a quarry in

The awards, inaugurated this year, assist

Winners are Sarah-Jane Bond (Graduate

and in Australia in 1950 his production of

so I got shot through the temple,’ Kurts

Corroboree for The Australian National

production of South Pacific. Mrs Williams’

Frank Thring in Noël Coward’s Present

was reported as saying about his exit from

Theatre Ballet Company was a huge critical

agent asked if their baby daughter could

Laughter before moving to the UK and a

the series.

make her début in the episode. Megan’s

professional début in rep, later appearing

he is quoted as saying. ‘I realised I’d been

(Graduate Diploma in Film and Television,

twin brother, Ross, was brought in too,

on radio and television.

programmed to think I was part of

School of Film and Television), Maria

a minority.’

Fatima Araujo (Graduate Diploma in Fine

and public success.

Born in Perth in 1916 Kurts had a

In 1958 he returned to Australia

varied career, including ‘The Man outside

On her return in 1961 she appeared in

as understudy.

Diploma in Arts Management, School for

the end.

the Studies of Creative Arts), Jenny Kendall

‘It was like putting a torch to a bush,’

permanently and when the Australian

Hoyts’ in his home town, breakfast

Ballet was formed in 1962 his first

announcer on 6PR and, on moving to

1961–2 and 1964–66, with the Union

delegation making representations to the

Saulwick (Master of Animateuring, School

production with them was Melbourne Cup,

Williams was six, and already a veteran of

Melbourne in the ’30s, on 3XY.

television commercials.

Theatre Repertory Company. In these

UN highlighting the Third World status of

of Dance).

years, Brooke appeared in The One Day of

indigenous Australians, he realised the
powerful connection between art and politics.

which proved to be a great hit, especially

When World War II broke out he

during the AB’s London season in 1965.

JCW’s Simple Spymen, then for two seasons,

When the family moved to Sydney

She auditioned for Class of ’74 which

Art [Painting], School of Art) and Tamara

On a visit to New York in 1970, in a

The Pratt Family Scholarships were

became radio’s only war correspondent.

was the Seven Network’s and Grundy

the Year, The Golden Legion of Cleaning

Early in the 1970s Reid moved to

Sponsored by Peters Ice Cream he went to

Women, Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? (as

Western Australia to become the WA

Organisation’s first venture into the half-

New Guinea to record Christmas messages

hour soapies scene.

Martha) and, again with Thring, in a revival

the theatre he saw in New York at the time.

Ballet’s first professional artistic director.

from the troops.

of Present Laughter.

‘It blew me away how they used the

Under his direction it became one of

Her big break came in 1978 when she

He was one of the first 20 allies into the

Australia’s best known dance companies.

recaptured Singapore and one of the first

Reid’s Dance Theatre Victoria had its
birth in Adelaide, his home town, but
moved to Melbourne in 1980s.

of the Year to Tokyo to the English Language

married Jim Sullivan, in the Melbourne-set

Theatre in 1966 and repeated it yet again in

the National Black Theatre, based in

On Stage has been told of one member’s

Changi prison camp.

family series The Sullivans.

1970 at the Independent Theatre, Sydney.

Sydney, and formed companies such as

experience when going to a production of

Nindethana and the Aboriginal and Torres

Anthony J. Lynch’s play Death of Masculinity.

Carol to schoolchildren who probably never

show was Crawford’s Raising a Husband

had seen a ballet performance to that time.

about which he is quoted as saying ‘I refuse
to answer questions on its standard!’.

restless and changeable…he could be

Her interest in children’s theatre dates

Later they moved Williams into the

Then came television—Kurts’ first TV

‘As a person, Rex was a chameleon;

It was after a brief time as manager of a

from 1970 when she toured her character

sister Kate Becker she and romantic interest

Trumbo, the result of studying with Marcel

Andrew Clarke won Silver Logies in 1986.

Marceau. It began her close association

indigenous issues onto the consciousness of

venue whose efforts to house and support

with children’s theatre at the former Arena

a wider Australia. In 1989 he won the

alternative theatre are outstanding.

Mining followed in the 22-part continuation

Theatre, South Yarra (where, fittingly,

National Black Playwright Award for his

of Ten’s East of Eden, before Megan

friend Jon Finlayson organised a celebration

plays Mereki and The Keepers. He has

from its director, Phillip Constan: ‘Phillip

Williams was chosen to take over the

of her life on 28 May).

produced and directed many programs for

wishes to dedicate his directorial effort of this

radio and stage, including No Sugar, The

play as a commemorative gesture to his dear

She came from a broken home, had a

Cakeman and Up the Ladder and a few years

friend, good colleague and wonderful mentor,

Meanwhile Williams had formed and

demoralising stint in the army prior to her

ago, concerned at the disappearance of the

performed in her own ’60s style rock band,

acting career and, on her return from the

native languages and dialects, began writing

The Megan Williams Band and had a 12

UK she married Leonard Brooke, but the

what he termed ‘creole plays’ for ABC Radio.

year relationship with Cold Chisel’s singer

marriage broke up a few years later. They

the very late Bunney Brooke’.
Very late, indeed! Our member went to
the 4.00pm performance on Saturday, 17
June. The audience sat forlornly until 4.35pm
when Mr Constan casually announced that
not only had one of the three actors failed to
arrive, but no one had any idea where he was.
Our member considers this an insult to
the audience and the ultimate example of
theatrical amateurism—not to say a disregard
for the common courtesies of life.
Ms Brooke may well be ‘very late’ but at

Sexy secretary Cassie Jones of Harper

retail electrics company he again asked

but never of real talent,’ Bill Akers said.

Crawford’s for work, and the result was

leading role of Grizabella in the Sydney

Inspector Fox in Homicide (‘For three years,

production of Cats, replacing Debra Byrne.

does not belong in the theatre”’ he said at

and two of them the happiest of my life,’

one time.

Kurts said in a 1957 interview).

‘“You do it because you must do it. It’s

On leaving Homicide he starred in the
Nine Network series The Last of the

part of you and you are part of it.”’
‘His humility was his recognition of the
fact that the theatre was bigger than he was
and he wanted to serve it by being as big a

Ian Moss, touring Los Angeles and London

Australian film industry, Kurts was there.

with Cold Chisel before separating.
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Australia Council’s Red Ochre Award in

comebacks, high profile television, radio

Prue McBeath died recently in London

(a highlight of his career, said Kurts’

and stage parts. Her last stage appearance

after a short illness. She is remembered as

which she had fully recovered, but after a

son Michael).

was in The Food Chain, part of the Gay and

one of the devoted team assembled by John

traffic accident prior to Christmas 1999 she

Lesbian Festival’s arts program.

Truscott during his commission to design

His last movie appearance was in The
n

Maza was awarded the Order of
Australia in 1993. He was also awarded the

followed a breast cancer operation from

film, revue and television, as performer,
Akers said.

The play’s program carries this message

health and fitness programs, which

every known area: ballet, drama, opera,
director, choreographer and teacher,’

Her career had dramas, too, with

It was at the little Workhouse Theatre in
Victoria Parade, Collingwood, an inexpensive

In this way Maza has imprinted

recognition of his work.

Hopkins and Russell Crowe in Spotswood

‘This came to pass as he served it in

had a son and daughter.

Strait Islander Dance Theatre.

periods of no work, keenly anticipated

Mel Gibson in Tim and later with Anthony

part of it as he could.

Her private life was drama-filled, too.

Australians, and at the rebirth of the
He worked alongside the then unknown

From then he became a key player in

10-part series Anzacs. For her role as nursing

arrogant, cutting, immodest and disdainful,
‘“Of course I’m not modest, modesty

Death of
professionalism

the demure and pretty young woman who

name on Melbourne radio.

Wonderful Wizard of Oz and A Christmas

medium as a teaching tool.’

living expenses and associated fees. n

journalists to bring news from the infamous
By the 1950s Kurts was a household

It brought such productions as The

was picked for the role of Alice Hayward,

She took her role as Dot in The One Day

‘It politicised me theatrically,’ he said of

established in 1999 to help recipients with

Road to Nhill.

She became interested in alternative

was again diagnosed as suffering from
n

cancer and she died on 17 April 2000.

She died in Sydney on 2 April 2000. n
n

the Victorian Arts Centre’s interiors.

n

n

least we know where she is.

Winter 2000
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A priestess of Apollo

which said, in part: ‘I have received

as a signal for disputes and wranglings,

several anonymous letters intimating

but as a clever, undoubtedly great

Feisty and haughty, popular and reviled by turn, the formidable Arabella Goddard survived shipwreck and critics,
reports historian Peter Freund of Her Majesty’s Theatre, Ballarat, the foundation stone of which she laid.

that I am to expect an unfavourable

artiste; and your reminiscences of the

reception this evening, in consequence

Australias would have been confined to

of my not having engaged native talent

o’erflowing coffers, and enthusiastic

to assist me. I need not tell you…how

welcomes and regretful farewells.’

stone of a temple to Apollo

W

Sydney for a series of concerts at the School

laid by one of the greatest of

of Arts. The performances were so well

his high priestesses, eulogised The Argus of

received that the series was extended and

25 September 1874.

transferred to the Royal Victoria Theatre,

e have had the foundation

In July 1874 Mme Goddard was back in

On an overcast September day with

managed by John Bennett.

rain threatening, 1500 people gathered in

In fact, so enthusiastic was the public,

Lydiard Street, Ballarat, opposite Craig’s

and so clamourous for encores, that

Hotel, to witness the laying of the

tensions started emerging as to the lady’s

foundation stone of Ballarat’s new theatre,

willingness to satisfy the demands of

the Academy of Music.

the audiences.

Hoardings, decorated with flags of

Some press commentators were

many nations, screened the building works

evidently embarrassed by the crass

from the street as the stone hung ready for

behaviour of the Sydney audiences;

the ceremony.

others were critical of the lady for her

Its architect, George ‘Diamond’

cool demeanour.

Browne, had called on visiting British

These slight tensions were nothing

pianist Madame Arabella Goddard in

compared with the trouble which erupted at

her rooms at Craig’s Hotel and asked

the end of the concert series.

her to officiate at the ceremony. The lady,

The problem arose when Mme

one of the leading ‘pianistes’ of her day,

Goddard refused to share the bill for a

graciously consented and Browne had a

projected tour to Bathurst and Orange with

ceremonial silver trowel engraved for

one Mrs Hilton. Mrs Hilton, a music hall

the event.

singer also known as Miss Liddle, had

Madame Goddard was born in 1836 in

recently been performing at Sydney’s Café

St Malo, Brittany, to an English expatriate

Chantant, later known as the Queen’s

family. She was a child prodigy and played

to Australia, India, Hong Kong, Shanghai,

Theatre, in York Street and, as one of

for Queen Victoria and the French royal

Singapore, Java and back to Australia, then

Goddard’s agents put it: Mrs Hilton was

family. The Goddards left France during

to New Zealand, California, New York

‘selected from halls dedicated to

the February Revolution of 1848 which

and Canada.

acrobatism, human spiders, men fish

toppled Louis Philippe, and found
themselves in difficult circumstances.

On the evening of 20 June 1874,
however, on the return trip from Java, her

and buffoonery’.

ship, RMS Flintshire, was wrecked off

Flight on the Dandenong

on the concert platform to save the family

Townsville and Mme Goddard spent a

After she received threats that her final

fortunes. She found a champion and

night of torrential rain in an open boat,

Sydney concert would be disrupted with

mentor in J.W.Davidson, an influential

which she shared with the Great Blondin,

‘cabbages, carrots, turnips and eggs’, and a

music critic and teacher, who guided her

also in the middle of a world tour.

riot caused, Mme Goddard decided that

The talented young Arabella was put

musical taste away from Thalberg and

Both pianiste and tightrope walker were

popular Victorian composers, and molded

stranded in Townsville for a week until the

her into a notable performer of the classical

heavy baggage could be removed from

repertoire, including Beethoven sonatas.

the ship.

Arabella Goddard married Davidson in

Madame was particularly anxious for

discretion was the better part of valour and
took the next steamer for Melbourne.
To quote the Evening Post of 22 August,
she ‘skedaddled from Sydney under
that her passage on the SS Dandenong was

grand piano, built for a recent Vienna

booked in the name of Miss Christian, an

over London for years…Davidson would

exhibition. The weight of the piano held

Australian member of her tour party.

not allow any other pianist than his wife to

the wreck stable and it was feared that, if it

exist’.

was removed, the vessel would sink.
During the delay the Malay sailors left

John Bennett, the disgruntled manager
of the Sydney theatre and organiser of the
country tour, announced her departure

nights in September 1874 as part of a three-

on board ransacked the passengers’ luggage

from the stage of the Royal Victoria on the

year world tour prior to her retirement

and all Goddard’s mementos and gifts

evening of 20 August 1874. He read a letter

from the concert stage. The tour took her

presented to her on her tour were stolen.

supposedly written by Mme Goddard
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After the Sydney furore, Goddard

negroes of the Southern States of

was welcomed back to Melbourne with

America are the only musical blacks

open arms, some element of inter-city

that I ever heard of’.

rivalry no doubt coming into play. The

The letter caused howls of protest in

Weekly Times felt that the reception she

Sydney and Mme Goddard indignantly

received at one of her Melbourne

denied ever writing it, signing a

concerts ‘should compensate for a

statutory declaration to

whole wilderness of Sydney’s’. There

that effect.

were even suggestions that Smythe, the

In her haste to leave Sydney,

agent, had orchestrated the whole affair

however, she had been forced to leave

as a way of ensuring Mme Goddard a

behind her Broadwood piano, which

warm reception in Melbourne.

Bennett held to ransom and allowed

A successful concert series was

other performers to use.

organised, including visits to Ballarat,

While her agent negotiated with the

Geelong and Castlemaine. Fortunately

aggrieved manager, she was lent a

the laying of the foundation stone of

substitute for the remainder of her

Ballarat’s new Academy of Music went

Australian concerts.

smoothly, the celebrated pianiste giving

The incident in Sydney recalled an

the building her blessing and, when the

earlier occasion in the tour when

official party retired over the road

Goddard appeared at the

to Craig’s Royal Hotel, toasts

Geelong Mechanics’ Institute on

were drunk with bumpers of

30 August 1873. R.S.Smythe, who

champagne.

was organising the Australian leg

On Mme Goddard’s return to

of the tour, took exception to

London in late 1876 a critic in the

some comments published in the

London press posed the question:

magazine The Pivot, critical of

whether her powers as a musician

certain members of the company.

had suffered from ‘ministering to

He took the unusual step of

the tastes of a comparatively

printing them in the program,

uncultured public’.

presumably in a spirit

It was felt some deterioration

of defiance.

had occurred, but that ‘the

During the first half of the

ground will be made up, just as a

concert a row ensued backstage

plant, affected by removal to an

with the two artists criticised, Mrs

uncongenial climate, recovers

Cutter and Signor Susini, wishing
to know why the comments had

There was a doctor in
the house

her magnificent iron-framed Broadwood

the 1870s.

natives of Australia were musical. The

been reprinted at all.

Hans Von Bulow, Goddard ‘tyrannised

She was evidently a tall poppy of

but I was perfectly unaware that the

suspicious circumstances’. It was alleged

1859 and according to the famous pianist

Mme Goddard was in Ballarat for three

much I admire the Australian people,

Mme Goddard became hysterical, a doctor

when again breathing its
recovered to appear at a concert scheduled
for the Melbourne Town Hall next day, a
concert The Herald subsequently described
as ‘Hamlet without the Prince of Denmark’.
Melbourne Punch suggested the problems

native air’.
In 1899 the Ballarat Academy of Music
became Her Majesty’s Theatre.
The silver trowel presented to
Mme Goddard has been donated to the

was summoned from the audience and the

in Sydney arose because of the ‘fulsome

theatre’s archive collection by a relative,

great pianiste was driven to her lodgings in

adoration’ Mme Goddard encountered

along with a collection of Goddard’s

a carriage.

earlier in her visit. ‘If you had had the good

scrapbooks, photographs, and J.W.Davison’s

fortune to be “let alone”, the name of

autograph collection.

Not only was the Geelong public
deprived of her second appearance in the

Goddard would not be known through the

concert, but she was still not sufficiently

length and breadth of these “fair countries”

The trowel is on display in the theatre’s
Long Room.
Winter 2000
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La Mama courage
Actor, manager, writer, director, teacher Malcolm Robertson remembers the birth

F

rom the beginning of the early 1960s

Plate. With the continued success of these

the climate for the presentation of

seasons I was able to add non-syllabus

pitch and opened a creaking wooden gate.

indigenous writing continued to

plays by playwrights such as Laurence

There was a light inside the overbearingly

erode. After the euphoria of Summer of the

Collison, Helmut Bakaitis and Ray Mathew.

industrial brick structure; I tapped on

Seventeenth Doll’s English success and the

Into this somewhat bleak

Apprehensively I walked up this uneven

the door.

international productions of The Shifting

environment Betty Burstall returned in

Heart and The One Day of the Year, a growing

1967 from two years in the USA. Memory

brown curly hair opened it. Immediately I

disenchantment with the work of local

has played its usual strange game and I

felt safe and knew the undertaking had

playwrights became evident.

have forgotten who told me she was trying

creative worth.

The fault for this situation could not be

to contact me to ask if I was interested in

An engaging figure with a shock of light

Betty Burstall had a number of scripts

apportioned to the playwrights alone—

directing a play at her new theatre in

and she asked me whether I would like to

artistic directors and administrators were

Carlton.

read them with the prospect of directing the

just as culpable in their failure to nurture

What I do remember vividly is my

local writers. Theatre had reverted to the

excitement in knowing this type of activity,

‘Yes!’ I said without hesitation.

conservative mistake of maintaining past

long overdue in our theatre environment,

With the scripts tucked under my arm I

traditions and not confronting the changes

was at the one outlet for which I had

departed the shirt factory buoyed by the

in theatrical form and indigenous aspirations.

been searching.

warmth of this first meeting. As I reached

At the time I was working as Director of

The message conveyed was to meet

script which appealed to me most.

the Faraday Street traffic the implications of

Additional Activities for the Union Theatre

theatre companies. Was I being naïve to
think I could escape the same fate and

to this fledgling enterprise.
All the actors I contacted agreed to

bring to an end my very necessary
professional employment?

were spasmodic, usually on weekends or at

together Betty instituted Friday night

night and usually in one of the actor’s

dinners at La Mama. Initial admission to

no financial resources presenting

homes. Peter Green was particularly

these dinners was $1.00. For that $1.00

exclusively Australian material seemed to

accommodating and we used his Barkly

Betty’s marvellous cooking was a banquet.

me to be more important than the hollowly

Street terrace for most of the rehearsals.

The importance of a small theatre with

grandiose title of Director of Additional

At that time La Mama (named after the

actors’ culinary haven. The original

confident, this was one time when I could

and which became a force in American

concept of providing an environment

hedge my bets successfully.

theatre in the 1960s) was truly a coffee

where the arts could come together gave

house theatre with small tables and an

way to long, satiated, drunken evenings

Barry Oakley’s Witzenhausen, Where Are

assortment of chairs. Over the tables were

that tended to underline the divisions

You?, a timely satire on the erosion of the

spread red gingham cloths.

between the various disciplines, rather than

Among the scripts I was delighted by

individual’s rights in the forward thrusts

There were only two spotlights,

of the big business machines with
international standing.

Betty dispensed coffee at the other end of

when Betty found she was spending all her

the room and the admission price was 50¢.

time in preparation for these banquets,

I told Betty I wanted to direct this play,
and I would moonlight from UTRC under

The whole enterprise restored a sense

figure of Guiseppe Garibaldi had always

doing was right and I knew La Mama’s

La Mama did not, however.

intrigued me, a man who had held the

worth was assured. The fact that La Mama

Briefly, Betty also obtained a license to

In my role as Director of Additional
Activities I looked after the company’s
ancillary undertakings, such as Youth
Workshops, drama lecturer at the Australian
Ballet School, country tours, school
There was a growing number of scripts
submitted to the company that I found both
provocative and theatrically innovative—and

Sandra McGregor and Malcolm Robertson at La Mama in
1969, with Kris Hemsley’s The Abdication.

As a way of compensation I determined
my decision created a tightening in the pit

every season of one-act plays we presented

Faraday Street, Carlton. For two successive

of my stomach.

at the Russell Street Theatre each May and

nights I walked up and down Faraday

August for young school audiences. In this

Street searching for the shirt factory, but

Sumner? As UTRC’s director he was

small way the local content would always

without success. I made further enquiries

adamant that all staff be unswervingly loyal

be honoured.

and was told, quite categorically, that the

to the company. His attitude bordered on

shirt factory was in Faraday Street.

the paranoid.

The following evening I concluded that

What was I going to say to John

A number of actors had become persona

Drovers, The Black Horse by Vance Palmer

the small two storey building at the end of

non grata with the company when they

and Kylie Tennant’s The Willow Pattern

a haphazard carpark must be the location.

divided their loyalties with other Melbourne

Winter 2000

Without falling into overt sophistry
(why not?) I believe Betty’s artistic
direction of La Mama has been the most

You? was as important as

enlightening piece of theatre

anything else I had done in the

administration in Australis over the past

professional theatre. The size of

four decades. She demonstrated both

our audiences was another

courage and determination in the face of

matter—from the upstairs

many obstacles.
It is to the continuing credit of La

off Faraday Street and walk up

Mama, and Betty’s successor Liz Jones,

the carpark was to experience

that it has not changed its philosophy over

a sense of accomplishment and

these decades.
It has not tried to become bigger or
better (at least in its facilities); it has

One customer and we were

it was useless trying to promote these scripts
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life.

Experience with UTRC had taught me
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numbers was evidence of

wellbeing rarely equalled in my

usually structurally weak.

syllabus plays, such as Louis Esson’s The

as a means of subsidising the coffee

window to see someone turn

performances and reading new scripts.

Initially I was only able to present

sell furniture in the upstairs dressing room

and directors in continuing

Witzenhausen, Where Are

the company.

end.

attracted professional actors

theatrical fabric.

Betty Burstall in an old shirt factory in

these bacchanalian evenings came to an

the pseudonym ‘Garibaldi’. (The historical

conservative approach being adopted by

to include one Australian short play in

The admission price was increased and,

of adventure to my life. I knew what I was

decide on my title was evidence of the

lunatic fringe.

their similarities.

operated from an ordinary light switch.

its importance in our

production at La Mama.

Soon the dinners became known as the
best grub in Carlton and the out-of-work

New York theatre founded by Ellen Stewart

Sumner, director of UTRC, 10 days to

William Gluth (left) and Malcolm Robertson in Yamashita by Roger Pulvers, Playbox’s 1977

In the hope of bringing all the arts

Activities. Although I was strangely

multitude of ‘sins’; the fact that it took John

in danger of being categorised as part of the

was something I had to do.

waive their professional status. Rehearsals

Repertory Company. My title covered a

as viable works in progress. Already I was

There was a tacit recognition that it

adhered to its policy of presenting new,

in business, two customers and

challenging, provocative indigenous

we were a success, three

theatre. That La Mama has continued to

customers—a box office bonanza!

function is a miracle—a miracle of belief,

There were the times when

commitment and love, all elements that

Betty went to Carlton parties

have become from time-to-time expedient

crown of ultimate power in his hand and

and urged the assembled guests to come

in other theatre organisations with larger

relinquished it and its corrupting influence.)

and see a play at La Mama!

theatres, larger subsidies and larger

Betty and I decided to run Witzenhausen for
a season.

Over the next three years I worked at
La Mama on a number of occasions as both

ambitions.
As Garibaldi turned his back at the

actor and director. I finally had the courage

gates of Naples to maintain his integrity

had been one night performances only.

to drop ‘Garibaldi’ and work under my

and honesty, so La Mama has continued to

Now my job was to find a cast and for the

own name. During this period John Sumner

uphold these virtues and in the process has

first time I had to approach professional

never acknowledged the fact that I was

given our theatre a deepening commitment

actors and ask them to donate their services

dividing my loyalties.

to our destiny.

The initial presentations at La Mama

Winter 2000
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The rise and demise of the Australian
Elizabethan Theatre Trust
Part two of a paper prepared for his Master of Education (Arts Administration) at RMIT University in late 1999
by well known Melbourne choreographer and dance educator Robert Ray.

A

s well as drama there was a

with J.C.Williamson’s, its success gave the

commitment to opera and later

Trust a fillip for opera in Australia.
Seven new productions of large operas

to ballet.

The AETT Opera Company
One of the Trust’s greatest legacies was the
founding of a national opera company, The
Elizabethan Trust Opera Company, later
The Australian Opera and now Opera
Australia. It opened in 1956 with an allMozart program.
The season went on to lose a mere
£36 051!
Its initial charter was to tour all around
Australia every year, which it did until
1962. From 1963 it restricted its touring to
the capital cities, and then mainly
Melbourne and Sydney.
The ABC subsided these performances

Borovansky had already approached

losses, J.C. Williamson’s had no option but
to call a halt.’1

On this committee were Ingram, Eric

season in 1961.‘I gave a speech at the final

Westbrook (Director of the National Gallery
television producer Hector Crawford, and

Williamson’s Theatres (Sir Frank Tait,

recalled van Praagh. ‘I asked the audience if

publisher Andrew Fabinyi.

Managing Director) and the Australian

Peggy van Praagh, from Britain’s Sadlers

they knew anyone who could help, then

returned, as well as up and coming new

was appointed successor.

young politician bounded around backstage.

popularity of Gilbert and Sullivan to
consolidate the AETT’s position fully.
A season of Gilbert and Sullivan works
was staged around Australia in 1969.
The financial success of this season
enabled the Trust to set up its company on a
full-time permanent basis, which has existed
ever since.

which is credited with being responsible for
the formation of the Australia Council.3
Ingram left this committee and formed

John McCallum, provided the

appointment in 1960 she was dismayed

would do all he could to lobby Mr Menzies
for such a company.’2

comprising Margaret Scott, Sally Gilmour

departments (sets and costumes) and

(another ex-Rambert Ballet dancer), Rex

generally provided the theatrical know-how

Reid, Paul Hammond, Tony Burke, Ann

for the new company.

with what confronted her. The dancers
were used to the bullying tirades of a

While the Hon. Harold Holt MP

martinet, Borovansky; van Praagh with her

eventually did what he promised there was

Church, Natasha Kirsta and Alison Lee,

more genteel Englishness seemed unable to

more going on than his supplications to [the

with Derek Denton as ex officio and host.

take control. Box office receipts declined.

then Prime Minister] Robert Menzies.

Many of the meetings took place at the

What differed for Williamson’s and their
connection with ballet was that they were
no longer entrepreneurs. They didn’t stand

Denton’s home in Toorak which,

to lose any money, although their

Ballet Rambert, had married an Australian

incidentally, they still occupy. Denton

involvement was still commercial. They

no longer carry the burden of box

doctor, Derek Denton. Through Denton’s

advised the committee that Nugget had

received payments for their services, but

office failure.

university connections they had become

suggested they make a submission to

acquainted with Dr H.C.(‘Nugget’)Coombs.

the Trust. Hugh Hunt received this on

there were many who attributed nothing to
them but the most sinister of motives.5

With shareholders to answer to, it

Margaret Scott, a dancer from Britain’s

became clear that Williamson’s could

The company was in its death throes—
some blamed Williamson’s and some van

At one particular luncheon on 22

4 December 1959 and thought the

The company gave its inaugural

submission as ‘the first satisfactory
approach to the problem’.4

performance at Her Majesty’s Theatre,

available in each capital city. The company

The Australian Ballet’s predecessor, The

grasp was the changing times for the

Nugget, Margaret Scott, Derek Denton,

received its first state subsidy from the New

Borovansky Ballet, had been presented by

presentation of the arts.

South Wales government in 1961; that

J.C. Williamson’s Theatres up until 1961.

A new era was beginning.

government was clearly looking forward to

This was never a permanent company—the

‘The age of commercial management

the opening of the potential white elephant

dancers regrouping for each season, taking

attempting to fulfil a role which, in the face

Sydney Opera House. It needed an opera

jobs in pantomime or behind shop counters

company, and a good one at that.

between times.

This submission preceded Borovansky’s

Robert Helpmann, Geoffrey Ingram (who

Sydney, on 2 November 1962. Peggy van
Praagh was the Artistic Director with Louis
van Eyssen the first General Manager.

would later become the Ballet’s first

death by only a fortnight. It wasn’t long

administrator), Charles Lisner and John

before The Borovansky Ballet was no

Field from The Royal Ballet, a report was

longer viable and this cleared the way for

successes. However, after disastrous

of rising costs, could only be undertaken by

formulated on the setting up of a national

the submission, with the persuasiveness of

financial tours of Australia and New

government had passed. In the absence of

ballet company.

Harold Holt, to land on the desk of the not

Zealand (mismanaged by the Trust) they

over-enthusiastic prime minister of the day,

were in difficulties. Apparently the Trust

Robert Gordon Menzies.

thought they could fund the opera losses

any government support, such

its major boost with the return of Joan

died of a (some said well-deserved) heart

condemnation was not only totally

Sutherland from international triumph in

attack in 1959. Williamson’s immediately

uninformed but also quite absurd.

1965. While this season was a joint venture

scoured the globe for a successor.

Confronted with further crippling

A scene from the past: from the 1956 production of Mozart’s Cosi

Melbourne Cup, choreographed by Rex Reid to music of the 1890s

Fan Tutte, presented during the first year of the Australian Elizabethan

arranged by Harold Badger, was a box office success for the fledgling

Trust Opera Company, an all-Mozart season which lost

Australian Ballet. Original cast included Garth Welch, Leonie Leahy,

a mere £36 051. Nevertheless, it was the beginning of what was to

Suzanne Muritz, Kathleen Gorham and Karl Welander and, in this

become Opera Australia.

picture, Leon Kellaway as the Wowser.

Nugget advised, however, that there was
little likelihood of government support as
long as The Borovansky Ballet was filling

The Australian Ballet was born.

the bill.

Geoffrey Ingram had travelled overseas

Their initial seasons were popular

with the ballet successes.
That was not to be. They experimented

to learn and observe. He spent a fruitful

with a combined opera and ballet season,

Edouard Borovansky, founder of The

time at Covent Garden, London, where the

probably thinking they could replicate

Borovansky Ballet, which preceded the

General Manager, Sir David Webster, had

Covent Garden and other European

Australian Ballet. On his death, Peggy van

given him open house. Ingram returned to

opera houses.

Praagh was appointed his successor.

Australia. Peggy van Praagh, with Ingram’s

The experience must have led van

input formulated a policy for the new

Praagh to say that whenever opera and

company which would provide for:

ballet come together it is always the opera
who is dominant.6 The ballet always is

●

a professional company offering full time

employment,
a ballet school which would train dancers

●

for the company and develop a national
style,
●

a repertoire with one-third mixture of the

treated as the poor cousin. The experiment
was never tried again.
It was clear that the Trust’s
administration was not all it could have
been. The climbing financial losses were

classics, one-third important overseas

putting the future of the new company in

works, one-third new Australian works,

doubt. The buck was passed: poor van

●

the fostering of Australian

choreographers, composers and designers,

Winter 2000

finances and Tait, soon to be replaced by
administration, the theatres, production

December 1958, at which the diners were
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Praagh—however, what the critics failed to
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Elizabethan Theatre Trust (Dr Coombs,

He said his name was Harold Holt, and he

The Australian Ballet

Its founder, Edouard Borovansky,

This committee submitted a report

When she arrived to take up her

by making its symphony orchestras

The AETT Opera Company received

The new Australian Ballet Foundation

of Victoria), architect Robin Boyd,

sooner had I stepped off the stage when a

was an artistic tour de force, it took the

international         recognition.

professional ballet company in Australia,

they should plead with them to do so. No

Sutherland-Williamson Opera Company

artistic         standards as to merit

curtain. I pleaded for the continuation a

1960. She appeared the logical choice and

looked back. However, while the

- the achievements of such

came under the dual control of J.C.

Wells Ballet, to become ballet mistress in

Since 1965 opera in Australia has hardly

the Australian Arts Enquiry Committee.

The Borovansky Ballet gave its last

were staged. Australian expatriate singers
singers, including a certain Luciano Pavarotti.

Further meetings led to the formation of

Eyssen was blamed and he was replaced by
Ingram. There was a suggestion that the

- educational programs,

company go back to the Borovansky model

- international guest artists, and

and work sessionally.
Winter 2000
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Van Praagh dug in her heels.

fields which were cultivated

time. There are the commercial

national ballet companies and schools they

It wasn’t until they took charge of their

She protested that a part-

at the university. The others

managements, led by Williamson’s,

do not have national opera companies.

own fortunes, however, and split from the

time ballet company was not an

were an academic School of

importing overseas commercial plays and

New Zealand has struggled over this one

Trust, that The Australian Ballet started

option. The very art of ballet

Drama, the University of

carbon copy productions of Broadway

for years.

to prosper.

demanded ongoing physical

New South Wales Drama

musicals with largely unheard of imports in

work. It was either a full-time

Foundation, the Old Tote

the leads.

company or none at all.

professional drama company

She won.

The Australian
Ballet School
Nugget Coombs had become
close friends. In view of her
pioneering work in setting up
the company, Coombs gave to
Scott the task of setting up the
national ballet school.

Objectives

dancers throughout the
Commonwealth,
●

those times, the flavour was very different.

$8 million.

worth attracting!

A portrait of Queen Elizabeth II hung in

‘Australian Elizabethan Theatre Trust?

Australian theatre in the ’60s

Who fools whom? If one accepts—though

We stood for the anthem before the

and ’70s. The activities of the

why should one?—that a Mozart’s season

movies, the theatre and concerts. It was an

These breakaways from the Trust were

to remove the need for dancers to travel

overseas for training.
The course was for two years. As the
training of a dancer takes eight years there
was a need to co-operate with the private
sector. The ABS, therefore, took dancers
from 15 years of age following their initial
training at private ballet schools.
The course was extended to three years
in 1980.
While students paid token fees, the cost
was mainly borne by the Commonwealth
government through the Trust. There was
no question of funding through education.
That came later.
Some state governments (like New
South Wales’) contributed to the students
expenses. The Victorian government did not.

theatre companies.
In 1958 it had also entered into a triple
operation with the University of New South

loss of £36 051 is money well lost on

anglocentric society and the Trust reflected

pandering to a grouplet of Mozart fans,

those times. Perhaps a more appropriate

Australian Council for the Arts in 1968.

universities.

should one accept a loss on a season of

title would have been the ‘British

Charley’s Aunt? Or should one ask what the
Trust is really up to?’8

Elizabethan Theatre Trust for Australia’.

In hindsight the list of the achievements

on the right track the Trust clearly did not

1 Charles Lisner, The Australian Ballet

manage the finances well. There were

2 A conversation with Dame Peggy

ambitious plans which, while artistically

van    Praagh, remembered by the author

of the Trust is impressive. Its work in setting

successful, proved financial disasters. The

3 Clem Christesen, Meanjin

up opera and ballet in Australia was

Australian Ballet, after the effort of its birth

4 Geoffrey Ingram, in discussion

ground-breaking. When one compares what

1962, almost died after two years due to

with    Charles Lisner

Australia has now in this realm compared

Trust mismanagement.

5 Charles Lisner, The Australian Ballet

Brecht, Sheridan and others.
Australian drama was still

with similar countries (such as South Africa,

At the time there were various

Sunday night readings of new
Australian works were not encouraged by a
largely indifferent and small audience.
The Old Tote was not going to bet on
of the experimental company in an old
church in Jane Street took off.

6 In conversation with the author

Canada and New Zealand) the Trust comes

scapegoats; even van Praagh was seen to be

7 From a brochure of the University

out favourably.

a culprit. Rather than dismiss her they

of    New South Wales, 1969

brought in Robert Helpmann as co-director.

8 Hal Porter, Stars of Australian Stage and

While Canada and New Zealand have

Screen, 1965 © 1999 Robert Ray 

too risky at the box office.

National Institute of Dramatic Art (NIDA).

Bookshelf

illustrated with dozens of personal pictures.

Frank Van Straten reviews
books on life on both the
business and pleasure sides of the
footlights…and beyond.

the almost-forgotten Actors’ Strike of 1946.

Particularly interesting is her account of
Before Your Time, Darling was stylishly

n

personalities than any other cemetery
in Australia.
How’s this for an all-star cast?—George
Rignold, Alfred Dampier, Robert and

launched earlier this year by Lewis Fiander

Florence Brough, Harry Rickards, Eliza

at a nostalgic get-together at Chapel Off

Winstanley, Dan Fitzgerald, Queenie Paul

Chapel, Melbourne. Among those present

and Mike Connors, Leon Caron,

were Lady Tait, Ormonde and Gloria

Arthur Tauchert.

from the Commonwealth. Again like the

organisers found some exciting new

ABS its aspirations were to train actors

Remembering backstage…
Before Your Time, Darling

Australian plays and with many NIDA

locally, removing the need for overseas

Before Your Time, Darling is the delightful

graduates one of Sydney’s all-time most

training and to give them full-time

title of an attractively produced volume of

effective theatrical ventures was born.

warmly personal reminiscences and

addition to every theatre lover’s bookshelf,

backstage stories by Ralphine Sprague.

is available direct from Ralphine Sprague

Waverley’s Local History Officer,

Roberts, 7D Condor Apartments, 2 River

Marion Corry, has compiled an attractive,

course with places for about 60 top students

professional training.
After 10 years the University of New

The impossible happened—the

There was help, not from the Trust
directly but from the Drama Department at

Ralphine began working in professional

Douglas, Pat Norman and many other
personalities from ‘The Firm’.
Before Your Time, Darling, a great

They and dozens of other actors,
managers, musicians, scenic artists, circus
and variety artistes and playwrights, are all
resting in peace.

South Wales could claim ‘Since only

the University and $12 500 from the

students of high promise are admitted and

theatre when she was 15. Her first show

Drive, Surfers Paradise, Queensland 4217,

Gulbenkian Foundation of Lisbon.

informative, illustrated record of the

was the musical Balalaika in 1937. For the

or phone (07) 5538 1267. The book costs

theatrical residents of the cemetery.

$25, plus $5 postage.

disciplines of the theatre by experienced

The need for ‘something
else’

next half-century she acted, danced and
sang her way around Australia and New

professionals, the young actors and

Hal Porter, playwright, sums up the

organisation.

More stars than there are
in heaven…
Waverley Cemetery:
Who’s Who—Encore

allowed to proceed to a second year of
training, and since they are taught the

actresses and directors who have graduated

So after 10 years of operation the Trust’s

from NIDA exercise a conspicuous
influence in Australian theatre.’7

Winter 2000

that time is bleak and damning.

References

while totally committed to

any uncertainties. However, the formation

NIDA and the Old Tote
record looked quite impressive. They had

Porter’s portrait of the Trust’s role at

While many of the philosophies were

(Concluded in the next issue of On Stage)

racecourse (hence the name),

Wales and the ABC, jointly founding the
Like the ABS it was to be a two year

Australian Opera and split from the Trust.

only by a few United States

Bulgarian-born Sonia Arova.

ballet school, as well as supporting state

Trust Opera Company became The

made possible by the establishment of the

Chekhov, Ionesco, Shaw,

national ballet company and a national

every classroom and in many homes.

University could be rivalled

season with Erik Bruhn (guesting from the Royal Danish Ballet) and
established a national opera company, a

Similarly, in 1969, The Elizabethan

had a profound influence on

the works of Shakespeare,

to liaise with private ballet schools
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according to Porter, were attracting nobody

road and mainly presented

to provide fully trained dancers
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company.

A perennial favourite, Swan Lake, opened the Australian Ballet’s 1962

throughout Australia, and
●

Bahen, they would accumulate a surplus of

drama, in reality took a safer

for The Australian Ballet,
●

productions. But to one living through

advancement of Australian

The school’s objectives were:
professional training for young

The high camp failures of the Trust,

of the former Kensington

in 1964.

to provide full-time

financially as well as artistically. Under

old wooden totalisator shed

Theatre Trust, was established

●

with whom it did co-present many

the unlikely premises of the

The Australian Elizabethan

Australian Ballet started to prosper

‘let’s-go-out-for-mum’s-birthday’ crowd.

Company, formed in 1963 in

School, under the auspices of

It was too much like J.C.Williamson’s,

administrator in Peter F. Bahen in 1966 The

professional experimental

The Old Tote Theatre

Thus, The Australian Ballet

not so impressive.

With the appointment of a dynamic

and the Jane Street

Between them all they

By this time Margaret Scott and

The audience they attracted were the

Yet the Trust’s entrepreneurial role is

NIDA was one of five separate drama

theatrical scene with candour, and perhaps

Zealand, mostly with the the great JCW
Ralphine worked with virtually every

a dash of bitterness, in his 1965 book Stars

major star of the time, from Gladys

of the Australian Stage and Screen. He laments

Moncrieff to Borovansky. Her book is a

the shoddiness of Australian theatre at that

treasury of memories and cheeky stories,

Sydney’s Waverley Cemetery must
accommodate more performing arts

Other guides in this useful series include
Sporting Lives, Pen and Paper, and Law
and Disorder.
They cost $20 each, plus $2.25 each for
postage, and are available from Waverley
Library, 32–48 Denison Street, Bondi
Junction, NSW 2022.
Winter 2000
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VTT Committee

A standing
ovation

Congratulations to VTT member Bruce
McBrien, who was honoured with a Medal
of the Order of Australia in the Queen’s
Birthday Honours list on 12 June.
A well known face on the amateur
theatre scene, Bruce received his Medal for
service to the community, particularly
through amateur theatre and the National
Trust of Australia.
Also honoured was Robyn Archer who
became an Officer in the Order of Australia
for service to the development of Australian
cultural life as an artistic director, performer
and writer.
In a posthumous award, Bobby Limb
was recognised as an Officer for his services
to the entertainment industry, tourism and
the community.	

n

1600 seats
to come,
1490 to go
in Sydney
Over the next two years, two theatres will
be built in Sydney to relieve the city of its
critical shortage of mid-size venues.
NIDA’s new 750-seat Parade Theatre is
due to open next year. Its $33 million cost
is being helped by a $25 million grant from
the Federal Government and a $1.75 gift
from its most famous graduate,
Mel Gibson.
The second, the Sydney Theatre
Company’s new 850-seat theatre at Walsh
Bay is due to open in 2002.
Meanwhile, in a shock announcement
on 19 June, the owners of Sydney’s 1490
seat Her Majesty’s Theatre have decided to
close the theatre and sell the site.
The reasons given were the competition
from the nearby Capitol and the Lyric at
Darling Harbour which has resulted in
fewer productions going into Her
Majesty’s.

n
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